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METEC – Graded Scratch Races – September 19
th

Race report

In a departure from the norm, Eastern took to the track on a
Sunday, the planned double feature curtailed through council's
concern of overuse of the famed 1 in 20 hill climb circuit -
Blackburn having booked the road for the following week
months earlier than us. And so it was that sixty members
fronted METEC for what was to have been the second stage of
a two stage series to be confronted by a nor-westerly that made
for an honest run down the home straight and made for
relatively mild conditions.

a-grade

A pair of Doherty’s riders on the start line, fresh from
hibernation, indicating that Spring was well and truly here and
that this race was not going to be a walk in the park.  Damian
Burke, promoted from b-grade and looking like a pro-tour
rider with a new bike and matching kit that had him looking
fast even when standing still, was also in the mix.

A civilised start to the race soon evolved into an enforced
civility as the group started swapping off turns making it nigh
on not-possible for any individual to manage a sufficient
enough turn of speed to get away.  The big engines of Trevor
Coulter and Steve Ross combined with the leg strength of Guy
Green and Stefan Kirsch, the tenacity of Phil Smith and Rob
Amos, and Damian’s desire to match the image, along with
contributions from the others in the pack kept the pace up over
40kph and saw the ten-strong a-grade bunch lap b-grade three
times in the first hour.

After fifty minutes the solid pace began to take its toll, a few
riders less willing to do a turn and the pace noticeably slowing
when others got to the front.  It was time.  Guy launching the
first attack, up the hump, Trevor on his wheel and Rob on his.
A spongy feeling in the back end had Rob relegate himself to
the chase as he wasn’t prepared to push the tight left-hander on
a what he thought was a soft tyre.  An effort by the chase and it
was together again before the next time over the hump.

Next lap a surge by Guy and Stefan around the last bend
stretched the bunch as it headed into the wind, little Phil
Cavaleri feeling it the most and unable to close the door before
the pair had bolted, Rob dived across the gap and it was three
away to a handy little lead.  For the remainder; that was the
race.

Or was it?  Three laps of concerted effort and some sacrifices and
the Phils; Thompson and Smith and Trevor Coulter caught the
break, the rest of the grade scattered around the track.  With a few
extra bods and a friend to boot Stefan took a lap out on the back
to recoup before jumping up the road.  No response from the
bunch, Guy retreating to the back - what are friends for?,
allowing Stefan to open up a good lead.

With age comes experience, with experience wisdom, with
wisdom a couple of extra teeth.  Rob didn’t have use for the teeth
but he did for the wisdom, following Guy down the line to leave
Trevor and the Phils to pursue as best they could, P. Smith doing
the majority of the work up front.

On the hour Guy attacked the chase, Rob gritted his teeth and
went with him and it was three away to a handy little lead.  For
the remainder; that was the race.

Or was it?  The three leaders divvyed up the lap and slowly
increased their lead to the bell.  It was.

With wisdom comes acceptance and with Guy Green and Stefan
Kirsch for company Rob pretty much conceded and set about
leading the little troop home, setting up the sprint between the
two Doherty’s lads.  Out of the last corner and with still a good
turn of speed Rob led the race only to be swamped as Guy and
Stefan lifted themselves out of their respective saddles and lifted
the pace another notch.  On the line it was Stefan just getting his
wheel ahead of Guy’s, Rob trailing across in third.

b-grade

What was to be a fairly lackadaisical race started off with a rush
of blood, Peter Shanahan jumping early for a bit of a warm up.
Peter quickly chased down by Rob Harris who flew past, Peter
almost spending all his currency just trying to grab and stay on
the wheel, the rest of the bunch doing likewise to chase the pair
down - not a good sign for the race to come.  It may have been
that Rob was taking his responsibilities as bunch captain
seriously, although a pre-race comment suggesting “he stay with
the bunch, so as to fulfil his obligations” being met with the
response; "well there goes that idea" hinted that that may not have
been the case.  Another idea that went the way of the thylacine
was Peter’s to not mess around at the front after being dropped
last time out.

After the initial flurry of activity, and with Peter reigned in,
things settled down, even Kevin Starr was content to share the
pace setting duties (see last time out).  It was Darren Darling who
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made the moves, putting in a couple of attacks to check out
response times and to judge the bunch mentality.  The response
to one such feeler seeing Rob Harris honing his cross skills,
holding it upright after running wide on the exit from the
hump.

After Darren had determined there was no future in a
breakaway Matt White opted to test the theory for himself.
The response was a concerted effort by Pete Shanahan to
bridge, an effort that succeeded, but failing to capitalise on the
gap attained, by continuing the effort, the chasers were able to
cross also.  Messrs Neilson, Starr, Pascall and Bailey intent on
bringing back any serious breakaway attempts, everyone else
quite happy to be dragged back into the race.

Despite the initial shock to the system and the effort to chase
El Presidente down Pete S. must have been feeling ok (the
previous day’s 80k not too tough on the legs). As the
momentum came out of the bunch on the hump Peter came out
of the bunch and used the tailwind to put gap into the field.
Half a lap later a look behind revealed a blur of green in
pursuit, break over?  Or was that a lone hat?  Again Rob flews
past, another look back and a gap, it was a lone hat.  A look to
the front and it was a growing gap to the advancing Rob –
oops.  A backward look from Rob that said ‘where are you’
enough to shame Peter into retreating to the back of the bunch
to keep the convalescing Ben Schofield company while the
Messrs set about returning Rob to the fold.

Having convalesced enough Peter was at it again, but the
Messrs weren’t going to allow it, and just to teach him a lesson
they left him to hang for a lap more than was necessary.

Just on the hour mark, Evan Butler found himself just where
he didn’t want to be – on the front, and no amount of shaking
was going to get the tail to lead the head.  Some advice from
older heads in the bunch (something about having to go to
work tomorrow) and Evan was soon where he wanted to be -
sheltered towards the back of the bunch.  A couple of laps later
and Evan was back at the front but this time it was where he
wanted to be as he rode to a healthy break.

Darren Darling joined the ranks of the Messrs as he spent three
of the next four laps leading the chase to try to claw Evan back
into the fold.  Evan doing well to hold the chase at bay till the
bell ringer called time.  A lap too late for Evan’s liking, the
bunch bearing down on him as he started the last lap.  Rob
Harris puncturing on the penultimate lap reduced the chase and
improved odds.  On the bell Darren redoubled his efforts
inducing a split in the field, the Messrs Neilsen, Bailey, White
and Pascall on the right side (the Darling side), the remainder
on the wrong side.  Darren caught Evan’s wheel at the traffic
lights and eased up to catch his breath before the sprint for the
line.

To quote an old adage, “he who hesitates is lost”, and so it
was.  Andrew Neilson didn’t hesitate and opened a gap that
was never to be closed.  The response from the other four
pursuants leaving Evan to contemplate what could have been.
In the sprint for the minor placings Darren had caught enough
breath to catch all in front and hold off a fast finishing Leigh
Bailey for second.

Figures for the race: 48k @ 37.4kph

c-grade

With twice as many wheels in the bunch as last week and less
wind to contend with one might have thought the c-grade race
would be a fast and furious affair.  It wasn’t.  The pace
throughout the majority of the hour and a bit was fairly casual –
bit like a Sunday drive.  The known sprinters, and a few others, in
the group content to allow a minority do the majority of the pace
setting; Richard Dobson again prominent at the pointy end in an
effort to keep things honest.  Hylton Preece, Rudi Botha, Greg
Lipple and a pair of legs capable of a turn of speed belonging to
Chris Norbury the other main contributors to the tempo.

The steady pace was only interrupted a couple of times, firstly by
David McCormack who launched an attack around half way
through proceedings. Dave’s initial surge gaining him a handy
gap and raising concerns in the bunch, concern enough to raise
the cadence and an effort to bring him back.  A lap after leaving
his peleton-pals their reluctance to see him go had them all back
together again.  The other notable surgent was Jimmy Swainston
but another bunch response saw his time alone also limited to the
one lap.

At the end the original thirteen were still together and with
minimal exertion in the legs all thought they had a shot at the
title.  Consequently when the bell knelled the pace backed right
off as nobody wanted to be the bunny who sacrificed themselves
for the remainder.  Greg Lipple eventually taking on the role of
hare, with still over half a lap to travel he moved to the front to
push the pace.  Chris Norbury finding himself at the right place at
the right time enjoyed the sit on Greg’s wheel as he wound it up.
Round the final bend and into the finish straight it was still Greg
leading Chris and the remainder at full tilt but the gas tank hit
empty fifty from home and as Greg rolled to the line the sprinters
came out to play.  Chris, being dumped into the wind a bit further
from the line than he’d’ve liked, not having enough to hold off
the very fast legs of Ken Bone.  Big Darren Smith winding it up
from a way out also no match for Ken’s cadence, and giving
Chris just a bit too much of a start, crossed the line in third.

d-grade (Mal Jones)

At last, the planets aligned – and we had a race day without: 1.
gale force winds, 2. driving rain, 3. cars pulling out, or 4. any
controversy!

Being a Sunday was a bit different as well, but nonetheless, 14
intrepid d-grade riders lined up to face the starter.

Notable inclusions were Louise McKimmie, returning after her
very impressive ride at the Yarra Junction Handicap several
weeks earlier, Alan Cuneen fresh from his around Australia epic
(where he also survived a very nasty assault) and new rider
Charlie Frisey.

On the outs, Graeme Parker, celebrating a birthday, decided to sit
out the riding and watch the action from the sidelines and Matt
Robinson, apparently recuperating from a self-inflicted dose of



over-partying while watching the footy the previous night
(straight from brother Brett’s mouth!).

After the crashes, high winds and threatening weather of the
previous weeks the anticipation was high for a solid hour and a
bit around METEC.

Straight off the start, and quite predictably, Neil Cartledge
went to the front to drive the race at his usual brisk pace.

The bunch settled down to put in some quick but not blistering
laps with Neil being shuffled back down the order as the usual
suspects including Brett Robinson, Sam Bruzzese, Jake
Jodlowski (resplendent in a new set of gear after his excursion
off the bike at Casey Fields a few weeks ago) and Mal Jones
did their share of the work in the early stages. Two other riders
that spent a lot of time at the front or within the first five or six
were Louise McKimmie and Charlie Frisey – both doing a
great job at keeping the rest on their toes (or should that be
pedals?).

About 15 minutes in one rider (Gary LeRoy I think) had a
problem with loose handlebars and dashed off to the pits to do
the necessary tightening before rejoining a lap or so later on.

Not long after, an ominous bang and clack, clack, clack as the
bunch crested the hill at the back of the course signaled a
collapsed back wheel for Peter Webb – and a moment for Sam
Bruzzese as it unfolded right in front of him.

Peter later said the dash to the pits to grab his spare bike from
the car was more exhausting than the race.  He too rejoined
after dropping a lap.

As the race went on, Peter Mackie did his expected surges on
several occasions to open up breaks varying from 20 to 50 plus
metres, with little interest shown by the rest of the field.

That changed when Neil Cartledge had a bit of a crack, as did
Jake Jodlowski and Brett Robinson at different times.  The
scramble to catch up and/or hang on raised the heart rates
significantly, but most were able to stay within touch.

As an unknown quantity, new boy Charlie Frisey raised a few
eyebrows when he dashed off the front to open a gap.  As a
protective measure, the bunch rallied to shut down any chance
of him getting away.

With no wind of any consequence to affect the outcome, the
race was looking more like one for the bigger sprinters to
dominate, so plenty of interest was shown in any move by Jake
Jodlowski or Brett Robinson.  The pair closely watched and
effectively shadowed, leaving Neil Cartledge to mostly do his
own thing driving along at what seemed to be an increasingly
faster pace.

And then… out came the board and the bell sounded for the
last lap.  Instantly the effort went up, with plenty of jockeying
for position and track space.

As often happens, the sprint started up the back straight and
catapulted the contenders into the finish straight.

Neil Cartledge was doing the unthinkable, and sprinting like he
usually doesn’t sprint (swab please).  As the metres counted
down, the two big boys, Jake Jodlowski and Brett Robinson
faded, leaving Sam Bruzzese to try to chase down Neil.

That wasn’t going to happen, and midway down the straight Mal
Jones put in a big effort to close the gap, passed Sam and got
within three-quarters of a bike length of Neil - but couldn’t close
it before the finish line.

A fast finishing Peter Webb crossed the line a tyre width or so
back for third place, with the rest not far behind.

Neil Cartledge was elated with his victory – and surprisingly,
after so many strong performances, his first in d-grade.  After a
recent illness, it was a great performance by one of the more
popular riders around.

Congratulations to everyone in d-grade for an incident free and
disciplined race.

e-grade (Les McLean)

On a day which showed how fickle the weather could be, with a
strong north west wind springing up and the temperature around
16oC, eleven e-grade and two f-grade riders threw caution to the
wind and started on their hour’s hectic journey.

It was not long before Peter Kronemann broke ranks and went to
the front to start to push the pace up somewhat.  Zenon
Gawronski, Juanita Cadd, and Les Mclean all started to do their
turns.  Brian Farrell then started his run around the outside and
went to the front to keep the speed high.  Steve Hyde jumped to
the front a few times trying to dislodge those who were feeling
the gut wrenching high speed.  At this stage George Goodrope
appeared to be disinterested in pushing the pace along but that
was to be short lived as he was just biding his time.

Graham Cadd, Juanita and Charles Lethbridge kept the pace at a
critically high level but it was Zen who tried to break away from
the bunch on a couple of occasions, just getting a few metre but
being hauled back each time.  It was at this stage that the two
f-grade riders succumbed to the leg wrenching high speed and
dropped off.

Due to the speed of the race, conduct etiquette was somewhat
spasmodic with some riders not adhering to the correct race
procedures despite having been told in no uncertain terms by the
more experienced riders.

It was about the half way mark that George decided that the pace
was too slow and it was time to liven things up.  He then took a
flyer gaining around 40 metres or so, but it was Zen and Juanita
who pushed hard to chase him down.  Then there was another
attack by Steve and George together and they opened up a
considerable gap but relentless chasing by Juanita, Zen and the
rest slowly brought them back to the field.   The attacks then
came one after the other by George, Zen, Juanita and Steve with
all the others just trying to hang in there and fighting for good fast
wheels to get them back to the tearaways.  Brian again tried to go



around to the front but relentless pressure by George, Steve
and others forced him back into the comfort of the bunch.

The average speed crept to the 35km per hour mark which
made the race very hard for those just hanging on, a few could
not even get to the front to do their turn of pace.  Time and
again Steve jumped to the front trying desperately to make that
all important break and stay in front till the line.  George at this
stage seemed to relax a little and stopped his very fast turns at
the front but Zen and Juanita kept trying to gain that all
important break.  Towards the end of the hour the speed
decreased slightly which allowed the poor old, tired old,
sprinters some sort of respite and to get their breath back.
Brian succumbed to the fast pace at three laps to go and
dropped off the bunch but managed to claw his way back at the
bell lap after the pace slackened.  At this point the wind had
died down considerably making it a lot easier for the sprinters
not running into that strong head wind up the straight.

Due to the closeness of other grades and an overenthusiastic
rider who kept jumping to the front and trying to make a break
despite repeated calls to him from the more experienced riders
in the group that the bell will not be rung until there was a
considerable gap between us and the next grade our race
proceeded longer than the hour.  However, when it was finally

rung and the speed of the bunch increased accordingly we came
across c-grade and some a-grade riders coming up to the final
turn.  This caused a lot of confusion and anxiety as the speed of
our bunch had started to increase dramatically as the bunch tried
to negotiate through the heavy traffic through the final turn.  A
couple of riders saw the heavy traffic congestion and the potential
for a disaster and decided to hang back.  As e-grade cleared the
traffic and came out of the bend, the race was on in earnest with
the sprinters getting up to speed.  Graham was first out of the
bend jumping ahead of Charles with Kenton Smith hot on his
heels, followed by Lawrie Bohn and George with Les a few
lengths back.  It was an epic struggle between Graham and
Charles over the last 50 metres with Charles just managing to
hold off Graham by a double tyre width.  Kenton rounding out
third place by a wheel from Lawrie followed by George another
half wheel back.  This was a reversal on last week’s result at
Steel’s Creek where Graham won from Charles.

This race was one of the hardest with continued attacks at high
speed which made for some very tired legs at the end of the day.

f-grade

No race.

Results

First Second Third

a-grade (10) Stefan Kirsch Guy Green Rob Amos

b-grade (10) Andrew Neilsen Darren Darling Leigh Bailey

c-grade (13) Ken Bone Chris Norbury Darren Smith

d-grade (12) Neil Cartledge Mal Jones Peter Webb

e-grade (14) Charles Lethbridge Graham Cadd Kenton Smith

Officials
Thanks to Graeme Parker and Keith Bowen who were on the desk taking entries.  Thanks to Ian Harper, Anthony Gullace, Keith
Bowen and Ryan Green (son of Guy) who separated the place getters.  Also thanks to Richard Dobson who manages the duty
roster and ensures we have enough people on the day for our races, to Matt White who brought the trailer along and Peter Mackie
who was on hand with the drinks.
Note : Members rostered for marshal or traffic control duties must be at the circuit at least one hour before the scheduled start

time to assist the setting up of thecourse.  (but bring your bike, you just never know)



Eastern Vets Program

Saturday September 26 2:00pm
2:30pm

METEC
METEC

Woman’s Scratch Race
Graded Scratch Races

Monday September 28 8:00pm Maroondah Club General Meeting

Saturday October 3 2:00pm Casey Fields Graded Scratch Races

Sunday October 4 9:00am National Boulevard Northern v Eastern Scratch Races

Saturday October 10 2:00pm Yarra Junction Club Championships

Saturday October 17 2:00pm Steels Creek Royce Bennet memorial handicap

Tuesday Oct
Nov

20, 27
3, 24

6:00pm METEC Graded Scratch Races
Note : No entry to circuit before 5:00pm

Wednesday 10:00am The Loop – Yarra Boulevard Scratch Races + post race coffee

Note : Graded Scratch Race entries are accepted on the day up to 15 minutes before the advertised race start time.
* Handicap entries close the Tuesday before the race.  Riders entering a handicap MUST pay the entry fee regardless of
   participation.  Fees are due on race day, entrants will NOT be allowed to start in any EVCC race until fees have been
   paid.
No late entries will be accepted for either scratch races or handicaps.  Entries to handicaps can be submitted via e-mail to
the handicapper or on any race day prior to the event.

Northern Vets Program
Sunday September 27 10:00am Broadford Perfect Pilates Mountain Goat Classic

(h’cap - 46k)

Sunday October 4 9:00am National Boulevard Northern v Eastern Scratch Races

Sunday October 11 10:00am Avenal Rd (Seymour) Vin Nuttall handicap (64k)

Sunday October 18 9:30am South Gisborne Graded Scratch Races

Gippsland Vets Program
Sunday October 11 10:00am Kernot (Melways 512 S10) 46k scratch races

Victorian Veterans Cycling Council Program
Sunday October 4 10:00am Paraparap Stan Howard Memorial handicap 28/9 - $15

Sunday October 24 10:00am Camperdown Bill Long Camperdown to Warrnambool 19/10 - $20

Note : Entries are to be on the appropriate VVCC Open entry form (available on VVCC website) and are to be accompanied by
the requisite fee.

Other Results, etc.:

For your calendar

Date Location Event

11/10/2009 Ballarat Herald Sun Tour Challenge (AGF benefiting charity)
- http://www.heraldsuntour.com.au/index.php?id=264

18/10/2009 Melbourne Around the Bay in a Day.

3/1/2010 Geelong Amy’s Ride
- http://www.amygillett.org.au

24/1/2010 Bright Audax Alpine Classic
- http://audax.org.au/public/

7/3/2010 Falls Creek BV - Alpine attack, 230k.  Registrations open 1/9/2009 - $150
- www.bv.com.au/great-rides/42359

13-14/3/2010 Mansfield SCODY High Country Cycle Challenge
- http://www.bikevents.com.au

27/3/2010 Torquay Great Ocean & Otway Classic Ride
- http://www.supersprint.com.au/

*******************


